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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a subgroup of S,. For any n-square complex matrix A = [u,~], define 
For this matrix function the Schur inequality asserts that dc( A) b det A if A is 
positive definite. This article contains a result which refines the above inequality and 
improves on some results of Bapat, Bunce, and Marcus and Sandy. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a subgroup of S, (G Q S,), the symmetric group of degree n. 
Suppose f: G + @ is such that there exists g: G + C satisfying 
f(T) = c dTu)g(a) 
UEG 
for all T E G. Let CC”‘,“) denote the set of all m-by-n complex matrices. If 
A = [aij] E CC”% “), define 
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Merris and Dias da Silva [7] have proved that if A E C’“, “) is positive 
semidefinite (p.s.d.l, then 
where id denotes the 
inequality [8]. 
Suppose n > 2 and 
df( A) >f(id) det A, (I) 
identity of G. This is an extension of the Schur 
k E {I,..., n - 1). Let X E cck, k, and 
A = ’ y E c(n.n) 
[ 1 Y* z 
be positive definite (p-d.). The Schur complement of X in A is 
z - Y *x-lY. 
Since A is p,d., there exists a lower triangular matrix L E C’“, ‘) such that 
A = LL*. Let 
L= L, 0 
[ 1 L, L, ’ 
where L, E Q=@r ‘). Then 
z - Y *x-lY = L,L*,, (2) 
so 
det A = det Xdet(Z - Y*X-‘Y) 
and Z - Y *X-‘Y is p.d. 
(3) 
For B = [bij] E a=(“, “), let fI( B) denote the n!-square matrix of which 
the (a, r)th entry is l-l:= ,&,, 7oj for o, r E S,. Then [4] for B E @(“T ‘), 
df(B) = wind? ML (4) 
where g(a) = 0 for o E S,, \ G and [g] d enote the column n!-tuple whose 
u th entry is g(a) for (+ E S,. Bunce [3] has shown that 
H(A) - ll(X $ (Z - Y*X-‘Y)) 
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is p.s.d., so it follows from (4) that 
dj( A) > +(X CB (2 - Y*X-'I')). (5) 
Let G, be the set of all 8 E S,, _k such that v E G exists satisIjing 
a(i) = i, i = l,..., k. 
Xl d (6) 
e(j) = a(j + k) - k, j = l,..., n - k. 
Then G, is a subgroup of S,, _k isomorphic to {(T E G : c(i) = i, i = 
1 > ***, kj. Define fk: G, -+ @ byfk(0) =f(a) for 8 E G,, where cr satisfies 
(6). From the proof of Theorem 4 in [l] it follows that 
df(X @ (Z - Y*X-IY)) > (det X)rl/l(Z - Y*X-‘Y). 
Thus, from (5), 
df( A) > (det X)cifk(Z - Y*X-‘Y). (7) 
In view of [4, Corollary 21, (11, and (3), the inequality (7) is a refinement of 
(1) for p.d. A. 
Let I,‘ II denote the set of all sequences of m integers chosen from 
(1,. . . , n}, ‘i.e., the set of all functions {l, . . . , ml + { 1, . . . , n), and let 
= {a E r,, n: a(i) # a(j) if i Zj). If B = [bi.] E @‘,n), I, m E 
, n - l), i E D,, ,I, and p E D , let B[alp] =th .] E Cc’.“) 
B[iiib) = ~[alp’], ~(alP] = B[a:‘\‘b], and B(alP) =?$c?{‘~~], where 
(Y’ and p ’ are the strictly increasing sequences in D,- l n and D,, _ ,,, ,, 
respectively such that {a(l), . . . , (Y(Z), a’(l), . . . , ‘a’(, - 1)) i 
1 P(l), . . . , P(m),P’(l),..., @‘(?I - m)) = (1,. . .) n}. 
If 1 E 11,. . . ) n - 11 and [E D1,,,, 
of A[ 5 1 J ] in A, i.e., 
let A, denote the Schur complement 
and let 
A”’ zz A 
(l,....l). 
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By (Z>, A(‘) = L(1, . . ., ill, . . . . i)L(l, . . . . ill, . . ., i>* and i = 1,. . ., n - 1, 
so if n >, 3, then 
A(j+ 1) = ( A(j))(‘) (8) 
and 
A’j’[lll] = A[l,. . . ,j + 111,. . . ,j + l]“’ (9) 
for j = l,..., n - 2. Equations (7), (81, (9), and (3) yield the following 
n - 1 inequalities: 
df( A) > (det A[lll])df,( A”‘) 
> ... z (det A[l, . . . . ill,. . ., i])d,( A”‘) (10) 
> -0. > (det A[l, . . . . 71 - ill,..., 12 - l])dfn_I(A(“-‘)) 
= (det A)f( id), 
where i = l,..., n - 1. 
If f is the principal (identically 1) character of G (in this case, g = 
IGl-“‘f), then dc is written instead of df. In particular, dSn = per. For 
p=l ,...,n, let 
and let 
c(A) =max{c,(A) ,..., c,(A)}. 
Marcus and Sandy [6] h ave proved a strengthening of the Schur inequality for 
de: 
dc( A) >, det A + IGlc( A). (11) 
In particular, when G = S,, Bunce [3] has proved a stronger result: if n k 3, 
p # q, and up’, z 0, then 
per A 2 det A + n!c,( A) + 
(n - l)!cP( A)a,, det A 
lapq12 det A(qlq) . 
(12) 
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From (lo), per A > aI, per A(‘); nevertheless, Bapat [2] has shown a better 
inequality: 
per A z a,, per A(‘) + n!c,( A). (13) 
The main result of this article, which refines the Schur inequality for 8, 
improves upon (ll), (12), and (13). 
2. A SPECIAL CASE 
Suppose n > 2 and H Q S,. For LY E F,, “, the set F, = {(Y(T: u E H} is 
called an orbit of H. Clearly, cr, p E F,, n are in the same orbit if and only if 
CY = pa for some u E H, and F,, n is the disjoint union of the orbits. Let A: 
denote the set of representatives of the orbits such that if (Y E AC, then 
(Y G p for all p E I?,, where I?, n is ordered lexicographically. For (Y E I?,, n, 
let H, = {a E H: a(~ = a). Then the following statement is immediate from 
the Cauchy-Binet theorem for dH (see, e.g., [5, p. 1311). 
LEMMA 1. Zf M, N E Ccn,“), then 
1 
dN(MN) = W~~$dH(M[L-.-, nlo])dH(N[w(l,...,n]). 
n 
Suppose k E (1,. . . , n - 1). Let L = (1,. . . , k) E IT,, ,~, and let 
H(L) = (0 E S,_ k : u E H exists satisfying 
a(i) = i, i = l,..., k, 
andt?(j)=a(j+k)-k,j=l,..., n-k}. 
Then H(L) < S,_,. Define a‘,” :{a E H : c+(i) = i, i = 1, . . . , k) + S,_, 
bY 
@‘:“(c~)(j) = a(j + k) - k (14 
for D E H with a(i) = i, i = 1,. . . , k, and j E 11,. . . , n - k). Then @‘,” is 
a monomorphism, and 
H(~)=(P,~((+~H:a(i)=i,i=l,..., k}. 
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The following assertion is a special case of the main result of this article. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose B E Cc”, ‘I) is p.d. Then 
dH( B) >, (det B[LJb])dHcL)( B,) + lHlc,( B), 
andifn>,& 
dH( B) > (det B[L(L])dHcL)( B,) + IH(c,( B) 
+ b’-” 
det B 
l1 det B(n(n) max 
Proof. Since B is p.d., a lower triangular matrix T = [t,,] E CC”,“) exists 
such that B = TT*. By Lemma 1, 
dH( B, = w;A 1 H,( L/d”(T[1 1 * * - > nlq) If (15) 
where A = At. 
Let A, = {W E A: w(i) = i and o(j) > k for 1 =G i d k < j f n) and 
A, = At?‘,. For y E l?,l-k,n_k, let 
ucy) =(l,..., k,y(l) +k,...,r(n-k) +k) EL,,. (16) 
If y E r,_,,._,, j E {k + 1, . . . . n}, and u E H is such that a(i) = i for 
i = l,..., k, then it follows from (14) and (16) that 
Wy)(dj)) = WY)(@34(j - k) + k) 
= r(@,“(u)(j - k)) + k, (17) 
so WY) < WY) (T if and only if y < ~a‘,,“( (T ). Therefore, q’(y) E A1 if 
and only if y E A,. Hence 9: A2 -+ A, defined by (16) is bijective. 
Moreover, it follows from (17) that for any y E r,, _ k, n _k and u E H with 
c+(i) = i, i = 1,. . . , k, we have q(y) = q( y>a if and only if y = ~@~‘(a>, 
so 
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Let M = T(L[L). Then by (2), MM * = B,. F rom (17) it follows that for any 
Y E A,, 
(detT[L(~])rl~(~)(M[l,..., n - klr]) 
I, - I; 




c t,, *** tkk c ti+k.l(y)(cr(!+k)) 
UEH i=l 
u(i)=!, I <i<!i 
= nH(T[l,. . . , nl*( y)]). (19) 
Then (US), (19), and Lemma 1 imply that 
web, &[d”(T[‘..... nlol)l* c 
= XI, , H;L),, IdHW17.. ) wY)1)l* 
=IdetT[‘lL]12y~2 ,HfL),, IdH”‘(M[l,...,n - klyl)I’ 
= (det B[ ~l~])d”(~)( B,). (20) 
Note that for i = 1,. . . , n we have b,, = t,lc, so 
lt,J = !g ; 
11 
and 
det B = ldet TI’ 
=It,,,detT(n(n)12 
= lt,,J* det B( nln). 
(21) 
(22) 
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Let (Y = (1, . . . , 1) E r,, ,,. Then cy E A \ A1 and Ha = H. Thus, from 
(211, 
&ldH(T[l,...  nI~])12 = &I IHIt ... t,, 1’ = lHlc,( B). (23) 
u 
Forthecase n>3, let p=(l)..., l,n)~I?,..Then PEA\A~ and 
HP = {a E H : a(n) = n). If g, K E H are such’ that a(n) = K(n), then 
(+- ‘~(71) = n, so a-‘~ E HP, or, equivalently, K E u Hp. Therefore the 
number of left cosets of HP in H cannot exceed n, so 
(24) 
By (20, W, and (24), 
~ld”(T[1....,“lPI)I’ 
P 
= IH,lb;,"lb,, ... b,_1,112 det ' 
det B(nln) 
> b’-” ’ 11 
Hence the result follows from (151, (20), (23), and (25). W 
3. MAIN RESULT 
Suppose n > 2, k E (1, . . . , n - 11, and 5 E D,, “. Let 5 E r, -k, n be 
such that 50) < a** < ((n - k) and 15(l), . . . , C(k), 5(l), . . . ,5(n - k)l 
= 11,. . . ) n).Define~~:{l,..., n)+{l,..., n)by 
Q( S(i)) = i, i = l,...,n -k, (26) 
and 
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Then rC E S,. Let G I S,. Then 
{ (+ E G: u( S(i)) = l(i), i = 1,. . ., k) d G. 
Define @F: {a E G: a( l(i)) = C(i), i = 1,. . . , k) -+ S,-, by 
@,G(a) = T1cTT~ll{l,...,. -k] 
for u E G with u( l(i)) = l(i), i = 1,. . . , k. Then @F is a monomorphism. 
Let 
G(~)=Q~{cTEG:cT(~(~)) =[(i),i=l,..., k}. 
THEOREM. Suppose A E C’“, “) is p.d., and let p E {5(l), . . . ,5(k)). 
Then 
dG( A) > (det A[ IIC])d”“( A[) + IGlc,( A). 
1j-n > 3 and 9 E (1,. . . , nl \{lW, . . . . l(kN, then 
d’(A) > (det A[lIC])dC”)(A5) + ICh,(A) 
det A 
’ ‘bin det A(919) max 
Proof. The proof of Theorem begins by choosing rr E Sk and p E S,_, 
so that [r(l) = p and tp(n - k) = 9, where 9 E 11, . . . , n} \ 
ttm,..., 5(k)). Let 
7(i) = 
b(i) if l<i<k, 
b(i - k) if k<i<n. 
(27) 
Then r E S,. Let H = ~-lG7 and Q = [6i.iCj,l E C=(“,n). Then H < S,, 
IHI = ICI, and Q*AQ = A[T~T]. Let B = [bij] = Q*AQ. 
It is easy to verify that c,(B) = c,(A), b,, = app, det B(nln> = 
det A(9!9), and 
,1- 1 
tG Ibill = fil”ip12* i=I 
i#g 
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= C ii ‘T(i), T7C’vr(i) 
UEG i=l 
= gFG Ifi ‘PC,) 
= d"(A). 
In view of Lemma 2, the proof is then completed by showing that 




&““( B,) = (I”‘“‘( AS). (30) 
First, it follows from (27) that if (T E G, then C’u~(i) = i for i = 1,. . . , k 
if and only if 
a( b(j)) = a++(j)) = @l(j)) = l(j) 
forj = l,...,k, so 
H(L) = {q”(T-‘aT): (~~Gand~~‘u~(i) =i,i=l,...,k} 
= {@~,“(~~~u~):u~Ganda([(i)) =[(i),i= l,...,k}. 
Moreover, from (26) and (27) it follows that for j = 1, . . . , n - k, 
~;l( p(j)) = tp(j) = T(j + k) = ~-l(j), 
so that if i E {l, . . . , n - k}, and CT E G is such that ~-‘a~(j) = j for 
j = I,..., k, then 
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or, equivalently, 
and therefore QLH(~-b~) = p-‘@,‘(a)p. Hence 
H(L) = P-‘Wb. (31) 
Next, let P = [ &, 7icjJ E Cck. ‘) and R = [ Si, r,cjJ E C(n-k.n-k). Then from 
(27X 
A[515) = A[&51 
Similarly, A[Jll] = PB[LIL]P*, A(~l~I = RB(LILIP*, and A(lI[) = 
RB(LIL)R*. Then (29) follows, and 
B, = B(LIL) - B(LIL]B[LIL]-b3[LIL) 
= R*A( 4’15)R - R*A( 51J]PP*A[ dl]-+‘*A[ 515)R 
= R*(A(5/5) -A(ililA[il~l-‘A[ili))R 
= R*A,R. (32) 
In view of (281, equations (31) and (32) imply (30). This completes the 
proof. ??
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In view of (10) (as well as the proof of Theorem), the strongest inequali- 
ties are those with 4’ = ( p) E Ii, II (k = 1): 
dc( A) a .ppdG(P)( A(,,) + IGlc,( A), (33) 
dc( A) > uppdccp)( A,,,) + IGlc,( A) 
det A 





From (1) and (3) it follows that for p = 1, . . . , n, 
uppdC(P)( A,,,) > upp det A(,, = det A. (35) 
Combine (33) with (35) and maximize cp( A) to obtain (11). Moreover, (12) 
follows from (34) and (35) with G = S,. To obtain (13) take G = S, and 
p = 1 in (33). 
4. EXAMPLES 
As usual, J,, denotes the n-square matrix each of whose entries is l/n, 
and for any A = [aij] E @‘“3 n), 
h( A) = did)( A) = a,, -0. unn. 
The first example gives strict inequalities in (10) for n = 4. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = Z4 + 4J4, which is p.d. Then h(A) = 16, 
det A = 5, A(‘) = I, + i$lJ3, and A@) = I, + tJJz, so (det A[lll])h(A(‘)) = 
6:, and (det A[l, 211,2])h( Ac2)) = 5i. Thus 
h(A) > (det A[lll])h( A(‘)) > (det A[1,211,2])h( Ac2)) > det A. 
The right-hand sides of (11) (12) (13) and (34) are compared in the 
following example. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let A = [aij] = I, + 3J3, which is p.d. Then det A = 4, 
h(A) = 8, and per A = 16. Also, for p = 1,2,3, c(A) = c,,(A) = i, A(,, = 
I, + Jo, apph(A,,,) = i, and uPP per ACpj = 5. The third terms on the 
right-hand sides of (34) for G = {id} and G = S, are $ and ! respectively. 
Therefore, for G = {id}, the right-hand sides of (11) and (34) are 4; and 6i 
respectively, and the left-hand sides are h(A) = 8. Besides, for G = S:,, the 
right-hand sides of (ll), (131, (12), and (34) are 7, 8, 95, and 10; respec- 
tively, and the left-hand sides are per A = 16. 
The author wishes to thank Dr. Yik-Hoi Au-Yeung for his guidance and 
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